Background: The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), developed by Saaty in the late 1970s, is one of the methods for multi-criteria decision making. The AHP disaggregates a complex decision problem into different hierarchical levels. The weight for each criterion and alternative are judged in pairwise comparisons and priorities are calculated by the Eigenvector method. The slowly increasing application of the AHP was the motivation for this study to explore the current state of its methodology in the healthcare context. Methods: A systematic literature review was conducted by searching the Pubmed and Web of Science databases for articles with the following keywords in their titles or abstracts: "Analytic Hierarchy Process," "Analytical Hierarchy Process," "multi-criteria decision analysis," "multiple criteria decision," "stated preference," and "pairwise comparison." In addition, we developed reporting criteria to indicate whether the authors reported important aspects and evaluated the resulting studies' reporting. Results: The systematic review resulted in 121 articles. The number of studies applying AHP has increased since 2005. Most studies were from Asia (almost 30 %), followed by the US (25.6 %). On average, the studies used 19.64 criteria throughout their hierarchical levels. Furthermore, we restricted a detailed analysis to those articles published within the last 5 years (n = 69). The mean of participants in these studies were 109, whereas we identified major differences in how the surveys were conducted. The evaluation of reporting showed that the mean of reported elements was about 6.75 out of 10. Thus, 12 out of 69 studies reported less than half of the criteria. Conclusion: The AHP has been applied inconsistently in healthcare research. A minority of studies described all the relevant aspects. Thus, the statements in this review may be biased, as they are restricted to the information available in the papers. Hence, further research is required to discover who should be interviewed and how, how inconsistent answers should be dealt with, and how the outcome and stability of the results should be presented. In addition, we need new insights to determine which target group can best handle the challenges of the AHP.
Background
The resources in health care systems are limited. Exacerbating this issue is the problem that many developed countries face, that is, the rising proportion of older, multimorbid patients, who serve to raise the cost of health care. Furthermore, innovations in medical care, such as equipment, pharmaceuticals, and treatment methods, are also driving up costs. German politicians have adopted new laws to manage the costs of pharmaceuticals, e.g. the Act on the Reform of the Market for Medicinal Products in 2011 (in German: AMNOG [1] ). In this context, patient-relevant outcomes have drawn greater attention because the added benefit for patients determines the reimbursement price. But also, other countries are interested in reliable methods to measure benefits for patients, for example, to support Health Technology Assessments by patient preferences [2, 3] . Therefore, while it is now important to measure the benefits and to prioritize the needs of patients, it will be even more so in the future. However, several studies have found a divergence in patients' and physicians' preferences or priorities regarding prevention and therapy (e.g. [4] [5] [6] ). Thus, one mean of evaluating these preferences and bringing them into accord is to take the required perspective for the situation. In order to find appropriate methods for measuring the benefits and for prioritizing them, beside the established methods, new approaches of decision making tools are transferred from other fields of research, like the marketing sector. For all of these methods it is essential to measure the trade-off between attributes in multi-criteria decision situations for each participant or the group, and as such, adequate and understandable methods are essential.
Several methods are known for multi-criteria decision making in the field of health care, including value based methods, strategy based methods, and conjoint analyses [7] . In Germany, the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) suggested two methods for multiattribute decision making: Conjoint Analysis (CA) and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [8] . Although they concluded that both methods are applicable for decision making, they were also confronted with methodological limitations. As the advantages and disadvantages of established methods like the CA have been discussed in a number of publications (e.g. [9] [10] [11] ), the AHP method has received less attention. Therefore, we wanted to figure out whether the AHP method could become a good alternative in multi-criteria decision making.
Relevance and objective of the study
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was developed by Saaty in the late 1970s and originally was applied to the marketing sector [12, 13] . Dolan et al. were the first to apply this method to health economics research in 1989 [14, 15] ; since then, it has been accepted slowly as a method in the field of multi-criteria decision making in healthcare. Liberatore and Nydick described the importance of applying the AHP as follows: "Health care and medical decision making has been an early and on-going application area for the AHP" [16] . The AHP method was applied to different contexts, for example, the development of clinical guidelines [17, 18] or biomedical innovations and technology development [19, 20] .
The increasing application of the AHP has been the motivation for this study to explore the current state of its methodology. The method is the basis for assessing the best instrument for each decision situation and reflecting each participant's opinion correctly. A review provides an overview of published papers in this field. In line with De Bekker-Grob et al. [21] , we provide a systematic review of the AHP. Therefore, an overview is given of the year of publication, country, and number of criteria used in the AHP (Section 3). In addition, Hummel and Ijzerman [22] analyzed the thematic field in which AHP is used. They identified the different areas of application (e.g., shared decision making, clinical guidelines, and healthcare management), number of criteria and alternatives, individual or group decisions, participants, and rating method. We focus on the methodological applications in the second step. In addition, the analyzed time horizon (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) should provide an update on Hummel and Ijzerman's study and allow us to provide details of the most recent developments in the subject area. As in Mühlbacher's overview [23] , the field of application and the sample are inspected, although our focus remains on the current state of the research (the last 5 years) and the reporting of methodological aspects in the papers. In addition, the evaluation of studies' reporting allows deeper insights. Therefore, we develop criteria for reporting the AHP method and determine to what extent the studies fulfill the criteria. We conclude by proposing recommended situations in which the AHP can be used.
AHP -a short introduction
As a short introduction into the method of AHP, we report the most important aspects here. We refer to detailed papers to provide deeper insights into specific methodological aspects.
The AHP disaggregates a complex decision problem into different hierarchical levels (see Saaty's axioms for the AHP [24] ). The application of an AHP is structured into six steps (see also Fig. 1 ), suggested by Dolan et al. [25] and Dolan [7] , as follows: 1. define the decision goal, criteria, and alternatives, 2. rate the criteria in pairwise comparisons, 3 . calculate the relative priority weights for the (sub-)criteria, 4. calculate the criteria's global priority weights and combine the alternatives' priorities, 5. control for inconsistency, and 6. perform sensitivity analysis.
At the first hierarchical level, the aim of the study is defined followed by the main criteria, which can be divided further at lower levels into sub-criteria. If necessary, alternatives that contain specific combinations of characteristics can be arranged at the lowest level of the hierarchy. Although the AHP was introduced for group decisions, it may also be applied to single person decisions [26] . Pairwise comparisons at each hierarchical level present the judgments and they must be evaluated according to a scale developed by Saaty, which ranges from 9 to 1 to 9. If the alternatives consisted of subjective combinations of the criteria, the alternatives would be judged also with regard to each criterion. Saaty provided a detailed description of his scale and its intensities [12] .
In order to analyze the interviews, the pairwise comparisons of (sub-)criteria at each level are displayed in ordered schemes (matrixes). An example is seen in Saaty ([24] , p. 164). Only half of the matrix has to be filled in, as the other half is obtained from the reciprocal weights. The Eigenvector method (EV) is the most common means of calculating the priority vector, although other methods, such as additive normalization, weighted least-squares, logarithmic least-squares, logarithmic goal programming, and fuzzy preference programming methods, yield comparable results [27] . The EV relies on the matrix's principle eigenvalue, which results from a process of repeated squaring and normalization (for more information, see Srdjevic [27] or Saaty [12] ). The resulting local weights describe the relative priorities in relation to their parent criterion. The local weights form the global weights for the criteria through multiplication with the local weights from their parent criteria [24] . Thereby, global weights for criteria show the importance of each criterion in the overall context of the hierarchy. The priorities for the alternatives of the AHP are calculated by the sum of the particular local and global weights for each alternative [23] . For detailed information and examples concerning the calculations, see Saaty [28] .
The aggregation of the individual judgments or priorities is fundamental to the outcome of the study. The first option is to have the group of participants vote by finding consensus. Another alternative is to aggregate the individual judgments. Still further, the literature suggests finding the geometric mean [29] or arithmetic mean [30] . In addition, the timing of calculating the average affects the results [30] , specifically, the average of participants' judgments or the average of participants' global weights. Yet another option is to give special weight to one participant's decision on the basis of that participant being an expert in the field or holding an exceptional position within the group [30] . The consistency ratio (CR) measures the uniformity of a respondent's answers to the AHP questions. Saaty [24] describes the calculation of the CR in detail. The CR can also be calculated for a group of respondents.
Although the AHP has been applied to a variety of topics within the healthcare field, the sensitivity analyses on hierarchical decision making has received little investigation [31] . It should be noted that there are two distinct types of sensitivity analysis, that of judgments and that of priorities [32] . The former has been explained and tested by Arbel [33] , Moreno-Jimenez and Vargas [34] , and Sugihara and Tanaka [35] . They determined the judgments' upper and lower bounds and articulated the preferences through preference structures. Other approaches originate from Moreno-Jimenez and Vargas [34] , Triantaphyllou and Sánchez [36] , Sowlati et al. [37] , Masuda [38] , and Huang [39] . Erkut and Tarimcilar [40] provided "a collection of practical tools for a potentially powerful sensitivity analysis in the AHP". In addition, Altuzarra et al. [41] proposed a method for determining the stability of group decisions. If the AHP includes alternatives, the sensitivity analysis could show the effect of varying weights on the alternatives' rankings [23] . Therefore, potential rank reversal of alternatives can be simulated. Rank reversal occurs when adding or deleting an (irrelevant) alternative leads to a shift in the previous alternatives' ranking order [42] .
Methods
This chapter is divided into two parts to introduce the methods used in this paper. The first part describes the method of the systematic review, which includes the key words and a flow chart. Further, in chapter 2.2, we describe our evaluation of reporting quality for the included studies.
Systematic literature review
The basis of this review is a systematic literature research on the Pubmed and Web of Science databases (date of research: 10/27/2015). As we focused our research question Fig. 1 Steps of the AHP (modeled after Dolan et al. [25] and Dolan [7] ]) on healthcare, we did not include further databases in the other scientific fields. We searched both databases for articles with the following keywords in their titles or abstracts: "Analytic Hierarchy Process," "Analytical Hierarchy Process," "multi-criteria decision analysis," "multiple criteria decision," "stated preference," and "pairwise comparison." We provided the search strategy in Appendix: Table 1 . It was technically not possible to search Web of Science for keywords in the abstracts. We refined the search by including only articles written in German or English and those associated with healthcare. Two independent reviewers evaluated the titles and abstracts of the resulting studies. Therefore, the criterion for inclusion was that the article is the primary source and the study used the AHP method within the healthcare setting. Additionally, we conducted a manual search to find further articles not included in the aforementioned databases. Thereafter, the two reviewers screened the full texts of the remaining articles and discussed whether to include them in the review. After reaching consensus, the important information was summarized in a table (not shown). Apart from common information, like the author, title, publication year, country, and journal, we extracted additional information regarding the study's aim, source of criteria identification, hierarchy design, form of implementation, and analytical steps in order to conduct our analysis. The results are described in Section 3 for the entire period and in detail for the last 5 years in Subsection 3.1. The first step should give a short overview of all studies that were conducted with AHP in health care. In the second step, we reported the current state of research in more detail.
Evaluation of reporting quality
The papers identified from the last 5 years resulting from the systematic review were evaluated with regard to their reporting quality. Because there was no set standard by which to judge the AHP's methodological issues, the evaluation of the studies' quality was quite challenging. The before mentioned studies by De Bekker-Grob et al. [21] , Hummel and Ijzerman [22] , and Mühlbacher et al. [23] did not report quality criteria. However, the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) Statement for randomized controlled trials [43] and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Statement [44] may provide some direction by providing checklists for transparent and complete reporting. The reason why authors should report specific aspects is the traceability of the study. Some criteria from the CONSORT Statement could be transferred to AHP studies: sample size, participants (eligibility criteria), trial designs, and statistical methods. In the case of the AHP method, the latter criterion consists of the CR, the method used to calculate the weights, the statistical software, and sensitivity analyses. Another checklist item is the description of the intervention. Transferred to the AHP method, authors should provide information about the interview process. Besides, another guideline for good research practices is published by Bridges et al. [9] . They provide a detailed checklist that is specific for conducting conjoint analyses.
Since it suggests quality aspects only for those kinds of studies, the checklist cannot be used directly for our evaluation. However, we summarized the recommendations from the different fields and we obtained a simplified measurement of reporting by counting the elements that were included in the studies. Therefore, we evaluated whether the authors mentioned aspects for the following elements in their papers:
Decision goal, criteria (and if necessary alternatives) Number of participants Type of participants (patients, potential consumers, or experts) Decision making by group or individually Scale for pairwise comparisons Interview process (face to face, email, questionnaire, judgments based on literature) Software CR Calculation of weights Sensitivity analysis
The last criterion was valid only for studies including alternatives. Thus, for the other papers without alternatives, we could determine only whether descriptive statistics (e.g., standard deviation, SD and confidence intervals, CI) were reported for the judgments or weights. We calculated the sum of all reported aspects for each study and present the results in Appendix: Table 2 and we show charts in Subsection 3.2. Nevertheless, we could not evaluate the content of each of the abovementioned criteria but only whether the criteria were reported in the study.
Results
The search in Pubmed yielded to 1,956 articles and the search in Web of Science yielded to 4,829 articles, as Fig. 2 shows. Furthermore, 44 additional records were found via manual search. By screening titles and abstracts, we limited the sample to 246 articles (we excluded a total of 6,485 articles based on language or irrelevance to healthcare and we found 54 duplicates). Thereafter, we examined the full articles in order to determine whether they apply AHP to the field of healthcare. An additional 125 papers were excluded because they were not original studies or they used other stated preference methods (e.g., discrete choice experiment). In total, this process yielded to 121 relevant studies; the Appendix: Table 3 provides a complete list. We provide a brief overview of these studies to show how many studies have been published in this field and in which context the authors used the AHP. In addition, the overview presents the development and the relevance to the AHP method. In order to explore the current state of the literature, we limited the body of our research to articles published within the last 5 years. This restriction reduced the number of studies to 69. The detailed analysis of these studies' methodologies made it necessary to reduce the number of articles.
For a first overview, we briefly summarized the key factors of all of the relevant articles (n = 121), such as their publication year, country, number of attributes, and levels.
The earliest study to use the AHP was published in 1981, but the AHP has become increasingly popular since 2005 (see also Most studies were from Asia (29.75 %), followed by the US (25.62 %). Almost all studies published before 2000 were conducted in the US (n = 15). However, between 2000 and 2010, a larger proportion came from Asia (n = 8) and Europe (n = 7), although most were still from the US (n = 8). Since 2010, Asia (n = 26) and Europe (n = 17) have surpassed the number of publications in the US (n = 8).
Another important aspect of these studies is the number of hierarchical levels that they include. Therefore, the studies could include more than one hierarchy, so in some cases the number of studies did not sum up to 121. More than half of the studies (51 %) included three hierarchical levels, 23 % described their hierarchy with two levels, and 21 % used four levels. On average, the studies used 19.76 criteria throughout their hierarchal levels. At the second hierarchical level, 96 articles (78 %) (Fig. 4) . At the third and fourth levels, most studies (n = 39 and n = 16 or 45 and 47 %, respectively) used between 11 and 20 criteria. The number of studies with five hierarchical levels was quite small (n = 3). As expected, the number of criteria increases as the hierarchical level increases. The right bar in Fig. 4 shows the total number of criteria for all hierarchical levels per study.
Following the method set forth by Hummel and Ijzerman [22] , we divided the studies into five categories: development of clinical guidelines, healthcare management, government policy, shared decision making, and biomedical 
Detailed analysis of the current state of research
This subsection summarizes the results of our analyses of the articles published within the last 5 years (January 2010 to October 2015). We examine how the studies design their hierarchies and carry out their surveys, and which analytical steps they take. In doing so, we follow the steps for conducting an AHP shown in Fig. 1 .
Definition of decision goal, criteria, and alternatives
The first step in conducting an AHP is to define the decision goal and criteria that describe the goal at a lower hierarchical level. In order to do this, many studies relied on literature research [20, 25, 26, . In addition, many studies relied on expert interviews [20, 45-49, 51, 54, 56-58, 61, 66-71, 74, 75, 77, 78, 81-97] or focus groups [26, 51, 69, 82, 87, 98] . Almost all of the studies defined their criteria by analyzing more than one source of information, although five publications did not explain their process for this step [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] . Some authors defined the criteria according to standards or established guidelines [25, 50, 52, 59, 80, 84, 92, 93, [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] or even from previous study results [25, 47, 62, 68, 69, 71, 72, 81] . Still other authors relied on their own expertise [64, 73, 107, 109, 110] .
Judgment through pairwise comparisons
The sample sizes varied between one author who judged the AHP for himself [73, [107] [108] [109] ] to 1,283 participants [55] . In total, 50 of the 69 articles reported the number of participants in their AHP studies. The mean number of participants in these studies was about 109. Depending on the studies' goal, the participants belonged to the following groups: hospital employees [49, 92] , patients [25, 47, 55, 59, 60, 64, 69, 72, 75, 82, 95, 98] , public/consumers [52, 70, 103] , doctors or specialists [26, 71, 72, 74, 79, 81, 83, 93, 94, 96, 97, 99, 110] , medical students [80] or teachers [77] , biomedical engineers [94] , technical experts [93] , managers [93] , administrators [20] , and stakeholders [75] . Of the studies, 44 interviewed experts [20, 26, 45, 46, 48-51, 54, 56-58, 61, 62, 66-68, 71, 74, 76-79, 81, 83-94, 96, 97, 99, 104-107, 110] , 11 studies surveyed consumers or patients [25, 47, 52, 55, 59, 60, 69, 70, 82, 98, 103] , and four studies included both [64, 72, 75, 95] . However, six authors did not mention who answered the AHP questions [53, 63, 65, [100] [101] [102] .
Next, we considered whether the AHP was applied at individual or group level. Most of the studies questioned their participants individually [20, 25, 26, 47, 55, 56, 59, 61, 62, 64, 66, 69-71, 74, 75, 77, 79-83, 87-90, 94, 97-99, 103, 104, 109-111] . On the other hand, only six articles mentioned group decisions [46, 49, 72, 84, 92, 96] . Five studies conducted individual judgments as well as group decisions [51, 60, 86, 93, 95] . The remaining 23 articles did not describe the judgment, or they had only one person who answered.
In addition, there were differences in the applied scales for the pairwise comparisons. As explained in Subsection 1.1, the original scale implemented by Saaty ranges from nine (or 1/9) to one to nine. This scale was adopted by 37 of the articles in our sample [25, 45, [58, 77, 96] , and 1 and 11 [74] . The remainder of the studies did not provide information about their scale [48, 49, 53, 63-65, 68, 69, 76, 78, 82, 85, 93, 104] .
Furthermore, there were major differences in how the surveys were conducted. Once again, not all of the authors discussed their process in detail, but those that did so used online questionnaires [20, 47, 51, 55, 58, 70, 74, 75, [81] [82] [83] 111] (emailed) questionnaires [26, 59, 64, 66, 71, 77, 79, 80, 86, 91, 94, 95, 104, 110] , face-to-face interviews [25, 45, 87, 90, 98] , group discussions or workshops [49, 60, 64, 72, 84, 86, 92, 93, 96] , or Delphi panel method [61] .
Analysis and validation of results
Specific software can support the AHP design and further analyses. However, only 35 of the 69 studies (49.28 %) mentioned which software they used. The majority of the studies that reported software chose Expert Choice® (23.19 %), while others used such packages as Microsoft Excel [25, 77, 88, 90] , or IBM SPSS Statistics [45, 53, 80, 99, 104] . In the last 5 years, a more diverse range of software packages has been in use; in addition to the aforementioned packages, researchers have chosen Super Decisions TM or Crystal Xcelsius [73, 107] , or programmed their own software [20] .
The detailed analysis showed that 22 out of the 69 studies did not state a CR. However, 31 studies used a CR of 0.1 [20, 26, 45, 46, 49-51, 56, 57, 60-62, 67, 71-74, 76, 77, 83, 87, 89, 91, 98-102, 107-109] , five studies widened the range to a CR of 0.15 [25, 59, 64, 75, 111] , and three studies accepted a CR of 0.2 or less [70, 81, 97] . The remaining studies did not establish a threshold prior to measuring average CRs [55, 80] . As a consequence of these consistency conditions, 14 of the studies reported the number of participants that must be excluded in order to meet their established threshold [47, 55, 59, 61, 63, 70-72, 75, 78, 81, 98, 99, 104] . However, only a small proportion of the studies actually outlined a procedure for dealing with excessive inconsistency (i.e., a CR above the established threshold). Chen et al. [70] and Pecchia et al. [26] asked the participants to fill out their questionnaires again. Hummel et al. [94] , Suner et al. [83] , Velmurugan et al. [102] , and Cancela et al. [51] asked the participants to check and revise their decisions. Chung et al. [71] , Li et al. [77] , and Pecchia et al. [81] excluded the inconsistent participants from their analyses. Hou et al. [67] wrote that, in this case, "the judgment matrix has to be modified and recalculated." Page et al. [80] ran simulations in which they assumed that the inconsistent answers were, in fact, consistent in the first place.
Furthermore, we examined group decision making. Danner et al. [72] , Lin et al. [91] , Papadopoulos et al. [56] , Reddy et al. [86] , Shojaei et al. [87] , Jaberidoost et al. [66] , and Hsu et al. [90] explored this topic by taking the geometric mean of the individual weights. Hilgerink et al. [93] and Hummel et al. [94] summarized the individual judgments with geometric means, and then, calculated the group weights. Conversely, other studies only averaged the group judgments [75, 95] . Olivieri et al. [79] presented two AHPs; in the first, they calculated geometric means for the ranks and in the second, they calculated the interparticipant, standardized, geometric means of the weights as well as the inter-participant means. Perseghin et al. [96] , Uzoka et al. [97] , and Kuruoglu et al. [98] aggregated the participants' judgments according to the median, and then, calculated the weights. By contrast, Taghipour et al. [49] constructed the group judgments by using weighted means. Unfortunately, 40 of the studies did not describe their weight calculations in detail [20, 45-48, 50-55, 57, 58, 61-65, 67-70, 73, 74, 77-79, 82, 85, 88, 89, 96, 99-101, 103, 104, 106, 107, 110] . However, 39 authors mentioned that they used the EV [25, 26, 45-47, 49, 50, 55-57, 59, 60, 62, 65, 66, 71, 72, 75, 76, 80, 81, 83, 86-95, 97, 100, 102, 104, 105, 108, 109] .
Very few of the studies (n = 14) examined the robustness of the weights [46, 53, 56, 73, 76, 78, 80, 82, 86, 93, 100, 101, 105, 107] . Diaz-Ledezma et al. [107] and Diaz-Ledezma and Parvizi [73] referred to Erkut and Tarimcilar [40] , who introduced sensitivity analysis for the AHP. Hilgerink et al. [93] factored in uncertainty regarding the included criteria by asking participants to rate the sensitivity and specificity of the pairwise judgments on a three-point scale; this yielded negative, average, and positive scenarios for the overall priorities. The other studies did not mention efforts to account for uncertainty. Further studies conducted their sensitivity analyses with the graphics provided in Expert Choice ® [100, 101] .
This subsection presents the most relevant aspects of conducting AHP, and thereby, reveals a high proportion of missing information from the literature. However, we summarize these facts in Subsection 3.2 and evaluate the number of reported aspects.
Evaluation of reporting
In a final step, we evaluated the reporting of the studies (see Subsection 2.2). Therefore, we suggested ten criteria that the authors should address in their articles. Most of the aspects are described in Subsection 3.1, and so, we focus on the number of reported elements for evaluating the studies in this section. We evaluated the studies published between 2010 and 2015 (until the 27th of October) and the detailed table can be found in Appendix: Table 1 . In addition, we summarized the most important aspects from the table in the following graphs. Figure 5 shows that all of the studies (n = 69) reported their decision goal and their criteria in their publications. However, several studies did not describe their interview process and did not mention which software they used. Particularly, only 15 out of 69 studies reported that they conducted sensitivity analysis.
The minimum number of reported criteria is one, namely, the study of Hsu et al. [63] . They described the aim of the study (assessment of oral phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors for treatment decisions of erectile dysfunction) and the hierarchy for the AHP but said nothing about the methods or study process. The studies that reported the highest number of ten criteria were published by Page [80] and Maruthur et al. [111] . The mean of the reported elements is 6.75, whereas only 12 out of 69 studies (17.39 %) reported less than half of the criteria.
The next figure demonstrates the results from our evaluation of reporting quality (Fig. 6 ). This figure shows the results from our evaluation regarding the reporting quality of all publications between 2010 and 2015. The highest number of studies reached seven or eight points in the evaluation. Only a small number of studies (n = 2) reported one or two aspects required. However, two publications also reported all of the criteria. The mean of reported criteria is 6.75.
Furthermore, we divided the publications into two time periods because we wanted to examine whether the reporting quality has changed (not shown graphically). Therefore, we took the studies published between 2010 and 2013 and compared them with the recent state of research since 2014 (the peak of published studies seen in Fig. 3 ). In the last 2 years, five studies got nine points in comparison to only three studies in the early time period. Indeed, two publications from the last 2 years only reached one or two points compared to no publications between 2010 and 2013. As the mean of the reported criteria is 6.88 for the early period and 6.65 for the last 2 years. Apparently we do not see the expected increase of reporting quality.
Discussion
As seen from the review, in the last 10 years (and particularly in the last 2 years), there has been a clear upward trend in the number of publications that apply the AHP to healthcare. One reason for this could be the increasing acceptance and the discussion about integration of this method into policy decision processes. For example, the IQWiG in Germany suggests the AHP in decision making regarding reimbursement as one appropriate method [8] . Currently, the development of clinical guidelines is the most popular subject for AHP studies, followed by healthcare management decisions.
In the first step, the authors have to decompose their research question and set up a hierarchy for the AHP. Therefore, we have seen that most of the authors rely on literature research and expert opinions. This proceeding could carry the risk to not including further important criteria that have not been covered before but that are important for the overall problem and for the complete hierarchy. In particular, the perspective of the participants The review showed wide fields for choosing participants in the AHP studies, even though a large portion of papers described their samples as experts or potential consumers of goods or services in question. Sample size was an important factor in these studies, for while there is no precise rule, there is general consensus that the AHP does not require a particularly large sample [23] . Consequently, it should be noted that the results are not necessarily representative. The number of participants ranged from 1 (a single author who judged the AHP for himself) to almost 1,300 with the mean being about 109. This wide range could influence the studies' results. The evaluation of reporting in Subsection 3.2 examined satisfactory reporting of the participants in most of the papers. However, common rules for the process should be developed and several of its aspects improved upon. For instance, future research should develop a standardized method for calculating the sample size. Furthermore, the identification of the correct study sample is imperative in order to answer the studies' research question properly.
In some cases, the participants were invited to revise their answers in case of inconsistency, and thereby, participants could be unsettled and biased. However, inconsistent judging could also be an indicator of overstraining the participants. Furthermore, most of these studies carried out the AHP on an individual basis, whereas only four authors mentioned group decisions. This was an unexpected finding because the AHP was introduced initially to study group decisions. However, our evaluation of the studies' reporting showed that only six authors did not mention whether they had conducted group or individual decisions. Moreover, the aggregation of the AHP results from the individual level to a group did not present a uniform set of results. The advantage of group consensus is that it allows for the discussion of pairwise comparisons, which, in turn, improves participants' understanding of the problem and criteria, and thereby, participants answer less inconsistently. This is because, on the one hand, they discuss their decisions before they set their judgments, but on the other hand, it may be because of the consensus or average extreme judgments being compensated by the group. Thus, the quality of the decision, seen as consistency, is improved [112] . Otherwise, the composition of the group would be a highly influential factor in the process of reaching consensus. This is because individuals within the group could have opposite priorities or else could be unwilling to discuss their positions. In this case, it would not be possible to reach a unanimous vote. Thus, another alternative is to aggregate the individual judgments [113] . In order to do this, one may take the geometric mean or median of either the individual judgments or the individual weights. One prerequisite is that the reciprocal of the aggregated values must correspond to the individual reciprocal values [28] ; this can be achieved only by taking the geometric mean [113] . Unfortunately, only 29 of the 69 studies describe their exact processes for calculating the weights, but 39 reported using the EV in some way.
Recently, researchers have paid some attention to whether the results of these studies are robust. Despite the fact that sensitivity analyses could offer more information on the problem of rank reversal as well as the interpretation of the outcome [23] , only 14 out of the 69 studies that we examine reported conducting such tests [73, 76, 78, 82, 93, 107] . However, sensitivity analysis for AHP is relevant only when alternatives are included in the hierarchy. Consequently, 25 of 37 studies from our analysis missed reporting sensitivity analyses, as shown in Appendix: Table 2 . One study without alternatives in the hierarchy suggested the use of standard deviations for weights [80] . The other sensitivity analysis presented in Subsection 1.1 requires a firm understanding of matrix algebra, does not yield fast or easy solutions, and is not supported by any software package. Although Expert Choice® provides the opportunity for sensitivity analysis, it offers only graphical simulation of one weight at the first hierarchical level [31] . Despite these challenges, sensitivity analyses remain vitally important as they allow researchers to assess the robustness of judgments, identify critical criteria or alternatives, find consensus through a range of judgments, and investigate different scenarios that support the decision [31] . Recently, Broekhuizen et al. have taken a further step concerning sensitivity analysis by providing an overview of dealing with uncertainty in multi-criteria decision making [114] . The results from sensitivity analysis can indicate potential rank reversal. The long-running dispute of rank reversal in AHP raised the question of "[…] the validity of AHP and the legitimacy of rank reversal" [42] . Wang et al. [42] argued that rank reversal is not only a phenomenon in the AHP but also in other decision making approaches. Saaty stated that the relative measurement of alternatives in the AHP implied by definition that all included alternatives were relevant, in contrast to utility theory that could face rank reversal problems [115] . Apart from these fundamental questions, several authors have suggested modifications to the AHP to overcome the problem of rank reversal [116] .
Our evaluation of the reported criteria emphasizes the need to increase the number of given information in AHP studies. In general, authors should improve reporting on methodology, which is essential for comprehending and reproducing other authors' results. This would serve to facilitate other researchers' evaluations of study quality. In our opinion, two central explanations are possible for the current underreporting in the literature. First, the AHP, being fairly new, has few precisely formulated methodological rules. Second, what rules there are do not hold in practice. The latter observation also encompasses cases in which the AHP was too difficult for participants, either because of the formulations of the criteria or because of the method itself. It can be concluded that further research, in particular, methodological research, is needed in this field.
Although this study is based on systematic literature research and transparent evaluation criteria, there are a number of limitations that bear mentioning. As we primarily conducted our research on the Pubmed and Web of Science databases, it is possible that we did not include all relevant articles from other databases, even though we conducted a manual research. In addition, not all studies reported their procedures and methodologies in detail; therefore, the resulting statements in this review and the evaluation of the studies' reporting could be biased, as we were restricted to available information. We are unable to make statements about the appropriateness of the evaluated content, like the sample size. By contrast, our evaluation criteria considered only whether a point was mentioned. Furthermore, the evaluation of reporting relied on the CONSORT and PRISMA Statements in order to develop criteria for the AHP. These statements suggest evaluation criteria for RCTs and systematic literature reviews, thus it could be criticized that we apply them to the subjective method of the AHP. The importance of each criterion can be criticized and our overall evaluation provides only an indication of the studies' reporting with respect to informational content-not the quality. Moreover, we summarized the articles' procedures but were unable to convey their results without some adaptions and generalizations; some aspects of the AHP must be adapted to suit the situation.
Conclusion
We found that there is a pressing need to develop methodological standards for the AHP; otherwise, discrepancies in methodology could bias studies' results. In particular, future research should establish a standard procedure for aggregating individual data, specifically, a standard for using the geometric mean versus the arithmetic mean and aggregating judgments or priorities. We should place special emphasis on finding practical sensitivity analysis to address the criticisms regarding rank reversal due to changed judgments. In addition, suggestions are necessary for reporting the robustness of weights for AHPs that do not include alternatives.
Besides the methodological aspects of the AHP, we should also think about the topic that is researched. We carved out that the AHP is based on the hierarchical structure and the criteria that are included. If the author uses improper assumptions, he will find biased results. Therefore, the AHP hierarchy should not only base on one source of information but also on a combination of different methods (e.g. literature research and expert interview). Hence, further research is required about how to determine the interviewees, what should be done with inconsistent answers, and how the outcomes and the stability of the results should be presented. In the future, we need new insights as to which target groups can best handle the challenges of the AHP. These challenges are mainly consistent answering, preventing overstraining by using adequate numbers of pairwise comparisons, and deciding between group and individual AHP. Therefore, researchers should investigate specific groups, like elderly people, healthy people, and patients with different diseases or disabilities.
In our study, we analyzed whether authors reported important aspects of the AHP in their studies. This could be a first step to evaluate the quality of studies applying AHP in healthcare. In addition, guidelines should be formulated as to which statistics should be reported and how to conduct high-quality AHPs. As mentioned before, Bridges et al. published a checklist that contains recommendations for conducting conjoint analyses on healthcare topics on behalf of the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) group [9] . Besides aspects for study presentation, it suggests criteria for evaluating the choice of attributes and the appropriateness of the method for the research question. Still further, we should take the current criticisms of the AHP into consideration so that we can find solutions to address them.
This systematic literature review shows a heterogeneous picture for application of the AHP in health economics research. It is likely that interest in the AHP will rise in the future, particularly in its application to health economic evaluations, the weighing of therapy outcomes, and benefit assessments. In this context, the AHP method could support decision making regarding reimbursement of pharmaceuticals. This is largely owing to its ability to translate complex questions into stepwise comparisons at different hierarchical levels. In these hierarchies, both quantitative and qualitative criteria can be compared, which provides a more accurate representation of real-world healthcare issues. Therefore, it should be used for complex decision problems that can completely be decomposed into a hierarchical structure. Thus, patients could apply the AHP to clarify their priorities. The patients could also benefit from these structured decisions in conversations with their physicians. The second important point is to figure out by researches which are the appropriate participants that are able to judge this research problem reliably. Expert Choice® 1 n/a n/a (alt) 8
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